A Comparison of Discovered Regularities in Blood Glucose Readings across Two Data Collection Approaches Used with a Type 1 Diabetic Youth
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Summary
Background: Type 1 diabetes requires frequent testing and monitoring of blood glucose levels in order to determine appropriate type and dosage of insulin administration. This can lead to thousands of individual measurements over the course of a lifetime of a single individual, of which very few are retained as part of a permanent record. The third author, aged 9, and his family have maintained several years of written records since his diagnosis with Type 1 diabetes at age 20 months, and have also recently begun to obtain automated records from a continuous glucose monitor.

Objectives: This paper compares regularities identified within aggregated manually-collected and automatically-collected blood glucose data visualizations by the family involved in monitoring the third author’s diabetes.

Methods: 7,437 handwritten entries of the third author’s blood sugar readings were obtained from a personal archive, digitized, and visualized in Tableau data visualization software. 6,420 automatically collected entries from a Dexcom G4 Platinum continuous glucose monitor were obtained and visualized in Dexcom’s Clarity data visualization report tool. The family was interviewed three times about diabetes data management and their impressions of data as presented in data visualizations. Interviews were audiorecorded or recorded with handwritten notes.

Results: The aggregated visualization of manually-collected data revealed consistent habitual times of day when blood sugar measurements were obtained. The family was not fully aware that their existing life routines and the third author’s entry into formal schooling had created critical blind spots in their data that were often unmeasured. This was realized upon aggregate visualization of CGM data, but the discovery and use of these visualizations were not realized until a new healthcare provider required the family to find and use them. The lack of use of CGM aggregate visualization was reportedly because the default data displays seemed to provide already abundant information for in-the-moment decision making for diabetes management.

Conclusions: Existing family routines and school schedules can shape if and when blood glucose data are obtained for T1D youth. These routines may inadvertently introduce blind spots in data, even when it is collected and recorded systematically. Although CGM data may be superior in its overall density of data collection, families do not necessarily discover nor use the full range of useful data visualization features. To support greater awareness of youth blood sugar levels, families that manually obtain youth glucose data should be advised to avoid inadvertently creating data blind spots due to existing schedules and routines. For families using CGM technology, designers and healthcare providers should consider implementing better cues and prompts that will encourage families to discover and utilize aggregate data visualization capabilities.
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1. Introduction

Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is an incurable autoimmune disease that destroys the pancreas’s ability to naturally produce insulin, a hormone necessary for the absorption and storage of glucose. Failure to adequately monitor and manage blood glucose and insulin levels can lead to major vascular complications and organ damage from hyperglycemia [1] on the one hand and seizures, loss of consciousness, and death from hypoglycemia on the other [2]. In the United States, over a million adults live with T1D, and recent estimates are that over 200,000 youth (individuals under the age of 20) live with it as well [3]. While the United States Food and Drug Administration has recently approved an “artificial pancreas” device that will automatically manage blood sugar and release insulin into the bloodstream of a person with diabetes [4], its relative newness, cost, and the requirement that patients be at least 14 years old limit its accessibility to a substantial portion of the T1D population. An alternative that some diabetics have pursued is the creation of their own insulin management system using resources such as OpenAPS (Open Artificial Pancreas System, openaps.org). To date, users of OpenAPS have self-reported improved glycohemoglobin levels and increases in the amount of time that they were in a desired blood-sugar range. These same users observed, however, that the amount of technical know-how and efforts needed to create and maintain their self-developed artificial pancreas system are likely substantial obstacles that will limit broader adoption [5].

As such, diabetes management for most individuals with T1D involves frequent manual blood tests to measure the amount of sugar in one’s blood coupled with the manual administration of insulin multiple times during the day. In some cases, devices such as insulin pumps or continuous glucose monitors (CGM) may be used. Such devices typically obtain and store several days’ worth of specific data about how much insulin was administered and the blood sugar level readings for a patient over certain time intervals. Regardless of whether readings and administrations are done manually with a glucometer or with a pump or CGM, there are many measures being obtained by a person with diabetes even during a single day. What happens to those measures depends on the individual collecting the information and the technological infrastructure that they use, with some data being stored briefly mentally and others on proprietary cloud systems.

This current paper is a case study showing the comparative realizations that were made by a T1D-affected family upon examination of aggregated blood sugar information obtained using two data collection methods. One method was manual testing involving regular finger pricking and use of a separate glucometer accompanied by systematic handwritten logging. The other involved use of a CGM device. The diabetic individual whose data are examined and shared in this report is the third author (Chris), who explicitly asked (and with consent of his parents, as he was 9 years old at the time of this writing) that his identity be disclosed.

2. Objectives

The primary objective of this report is to illustrate what regularities are detected in aggregate visualizations of different blood glucose data collection methods of end users. In this case, the end users are the child with diabetes and his parents. One data collection method involved manual data collection and recording over the course of three and a half years, and the other involved data collected by a CGM. With this family, manual data collection turned out to exhibit blind spots due to daily family routines and transition to formal schooling that were only fully realized when data were aggregated. On the other hand, automated data collection created more data but tended to invite only examinations of data from preceding hours but not aggregate analysis for recurring daily patterns.

3. Methods

The quantitative data for this report were obtained by the second and third author...
and other family members prior to any plans for a research study. As such, this is a post hoc analysis of existing data. Since those who collected data are co-authors and written records exist as a paper trail, we are able to describe the data collection process with some accuracy.

The diabetic individual, Chris, had been diagnosed at approximately 20 months of age. His parents (including his father, the second author), began to prepare journals of Chris's blood sugar data from the time of his diagnosis (August, 2010). The written log initially included records of how much of which insulin type was administered and when along with a detailed specification of what foods were eaten and the equivalent number of carbohydrates that would lead to an increase in blood glucose. The log (see ►Figure 1) served as the sole record of Chris's blood sugar information in the family, and served as a boundary object [6] around which Chris, his parents, and ultimately health care practitioners, would discuss recent trends observed over past days and make necessary adjustments. The records that were manually recorded by Chris's family were considered to be quite thorough relative to many other patient families and were important resources for both the parents and health care providers to examine when planning meals, activities, and insulin dosage.

The journals changed in structure and content over time as carbohydrate and serving size information was internalized by family members, and they stopped logging that information. Eventually, only blood sugar levels and times of day were recorded. As part of another study related to educational and learning activities that take place by way of self-quantification in and out of the classroom [7–9], these journals were introduced to the first author. With the consent of Chris and his parents, the glucose measurements were digitized by the first author and research assistants. One month of data (March, 2013) was missing. In total, there were 7,437 entries from all the journals from August 2010 to February 2014. Details about the numbers of readings are provided in ►Table 1.

Family circumstances changed in February, 2014 that made continued hand-written journaling difficult (February, 2014). Blood sugar readings were still obtained but not retained in a permanent record. In summer of 2014, Chris's parents were able to purchase a CGM device and switched to it as the primary source and repository of blood glucose information. None of the CGM data were collected with the intention of performing a pre-planned self-experiment or to be used for third party analysis.

The CGM data were obtained through a Dexcom G4 Platinum (►Figure 2), which was configured to obtain a blood glucose reading every five minutes. The Dexcom unit was linked to Chris's parents' smartphones so that they could be alerted to extraordinary deviations from desired blood sugar ranges (typically between 80 and 180 mg/dL). Because several dozen data points were accessible to Chris and his parents on an ongoing basis, these blood sugar data were not manually recorded by any individual. The information available when they were checking immediate blood sugar levels and the previous few hours was deemed adequate for routine in-the-moment decision making on their part with respect to deciding on Chris's insulin dosage.

![Figure 2](image1.png)

**Figure 2**
The Dexcom G4 Platinum continuous glucose monitoring device used by the third author and the mobile app and data display most frequently used by the third author's parents in monitoring his glucose levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Glucose Entries</th>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>Estimated number of readings per day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>5.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2595</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>7.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2184</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>6.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>11 months</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>1 month and 5 days</td>
<td>4.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Due to some misunderstandings about how and for how long data were stored by the device, the readings from the Dexcom were not downloaded to be viewed or retained separately by the family until October of 2016, when the family switched endocrinologists (due to retirement of their longstanding provider) and were explicitly requested by the new attending endocrinologist to export the Dexcom data and bring specific reports to their first consultation. For the purposes of this paper, 14 days of CGM data are considered. That is the equivalent of 6,720 blood sugar data points. This number of days is considered for two reasons. One is that after preparing and reviewing an aggregate visualization of these fourteen days, Chris’s family noticed clear evidence of a regularity that they wanted to change for Chris’s benefit. Thus, those 14 days were prior to any intervention that was meant to mitigate the detected regularity. Secondly, this number of data points is comparable to the number of data points obtained in the manual record, albeit over a different time scale and density. By comparing roughly equal numbers of manually and CGM collected data points, we feel that the density of sampling and the inferences made from large numbers of visualized data points becomes foregrounded in our analysis rather than the absolute number of measurements.

In addition to the aforementioned numerical data, the first author met with Chris and his family on three occasions for 1–2 hours at a time to conduct open interviews with them about their data collection and experience with tracking and managing Chris’s blood sugar. Two interviews were audiorecorded at Chris’s home. One interview was recorded with handwritten notes as it took place in a public venue. These interviews form the basis of determining the family’s response and impressions of the data visualized from these two tracking methods. These were also supplemented with some additional qualitative records such as email correspondence between the parents and the first author. The overarching study and the interview procedures described had been approved by an institutional review board, and all necessary consent and assents were obtained in writing.

### 4. Results

#### 4.1 Observed Features of Manually Collected Data Visualized

A plot prepared in Tableau of all manually obtained glucose readings over time of day across all days in the journals appears in Figure 3. A secondary set of plots for years 2010–2013 (2014 was excluded because it was far fewer data points) showing the number of readings during each fifteen minute time interval (dots) and the computed average blood sugar level given all records during the associated 15 minute time interval in the associated year (line) is provided in Figure 4.

From the audio and video records of the family’s examination of all aggregated
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Figure 4 Multiyear plot of manually collected data from 2010–2013 showing numbers of measurements taken during 15-minute intervals (dots) and the average blood glucose levels from the corresponding readings (line).

manually obtain data, it was clear to Chris’s family that breakfast, lunch, and dinner were all heavily sampled times. This was reflected by the dark bars in the times roughly corresponding to 8:00 AM, 12:00 PM, and 7:00 PM. The evenings after 7:00 PM and up to roughly 11:00PM, when both parents were home, had more samples obtained than other four-hour time blocks including the time between breakfast and lunch and the time between lunch and dinner. They recognized that this was because of post-dinner snacking and the family was conscientious about monitoring blood sugar immediately before and after eating and in preparation of sleep. Chris’s morning readings obtained around breakfast time tended to have higher blood glucose levels than later ones, which they retroactively attributed to having just woken up and having generally more physically active afternoons with recreational activities such as preschool soccer programs.

There were not as many, but still several, readings in the middle of the night between midnight and 7:00 AM. As Chris’s parents described, if there were unusual readings prior to bedtime or if they had an intuitive hunch that it was possible for his blood sugar to be too low, they would do a prick test themselves in the middle of the night. Chris’s parents believe that there may have been more tests than reflected in Figures 2 and 3, but since it was the middle of the night, they recalled that they would overlook recording the middle of the night blood sugar readings especially if they were within what they considered to be an acceptable range.

Based on their examination of Figure 3, Chris’s family did not feel there were any clear glucose level trends that could be ascertained. Since the data were separated by years and by times during the day, they were aware that outlier sensitivity could make some days’ readings appear high. Thus, it was not obvious there was a regularity in blood sugar levels. However, they did notice that in 2013 there were two times in the plot when their appeared to be a substantial increase in the number of blood sugar readings relative to other years. One of those times was about 10:30 AM, which in 2013 had 48 readings. In other years it had at most just a few. The other increase was at 8:00 PM which had 112 readings whereas in previous years there would usually be between 70–80 readings.

Upon reflection, Chris’s family realized that 2013 was the year that Chris began Kindergarten. For over three months, his daily schedule became structured around the school schedule, and 10:30 AM corresponded to the time just before his school’s morning recess. That was a consistent set time for a blood sugar reading at school. The 8:00 PM readings were attributable to a strict bedtime that was followed because of needing to wake up at a certain time for Kindergarten. Chris was the oldest child in the family and thus the first to have their home schedule affected by a public school schedule.
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4.2 Observations from CGM Collected Data Visualized

With the Dexcom CGM data, the family reported relying most often on the numerical display on the CGM device and the ongoing reports from the Dexcom mobile device app (Figure 2). As parents of multiple children and one parent working outside of the home full-time and pursuing graduate studies part time, the just-in-time access to immediate information was considered the most pressing and useful. Chris’s family had access to the Dexcom Clarity software, which produced data visualizations like the one shown in Figure 5 and 6. However, these were unused until they were switched to a new endocrinologist who asked specifically for certain reports from the Clarity software.

When the aggregated two weeks of Dexcom blood sugar data were examined as prepared in the Clarity software, the family noticed two clear, consistent, and surprising regularities (Figure 5). One was that there was a steady increase in blood sugar levels in the morning between breakfast and lunch. As the previous manual sampling did not heavily sample during that time period, this regularity was not previously detected. This was consistent with another visualization of daily data provided by the Clarity visualization tool (Figure 6). Together, this morning increase which they believe had been present for quite some time since they did not perceive major noteworthy changes to Chris’s daily insulin, dietary, or physical activity routines between when they had stopped maintaining paper journals and when they began to use the CGM. This led to an immediate change in when insulin would be administered in the morning with the hope of making that blood sugar increase go away.

The other regularity that was noted by Chris’s family was that the nighttime glucose levels were relatively high compared to awake hours. Chris’s parents retroactively attributed this to a cautious stance of theirs in which they tended to prefer he run...
high rather than low at night, as falling into a coma and already being asleep when that happens is a major concern for people with diabetes. Again, night time was not heavily sampled or recorded by the manual method. These relatively high blood sugar levels were not a regularity that the family had monitored, and they have since been re-evaluating how to help Chris manage his blood sugar at night.

5. Discussion

Through this juxtaposition of comparable numbers of blood sugar measurements, we observe that different features of youth diabetic blood sugar measurements that were detected and interpreted differently by the family. First, in the aggregated view of the manual data recordings, periods of frequent and regular sampling were revealed. Sampling was driven largely by eating, formal school schedules, and both parents being in immediate proximity to Chris. This sampling approach inadvertently created data blind spots for the family. The continuous glucose monitoring visualizations revealed that some of these blind spots were consequential. There were two periods of time (early morning prior to awakening and the hours between breakfast and lunch) that were previously undersampled through manual approaches, and those times showed higher blood sugar levels than what Chris or his parents desired or expected. This led to a change in treatment regimen, discussed generally with their endocrinologist and refined through daily family practice, that was informed by this new visualization.

However, that new CGM visualization was only obtained and reflectively examined when the family was called upon by a new doctor to provide a particular report using the Clarity tool. What was much more common and more accessible for the moment-to-moment decision making by individual members was independent examination of the most recent numerical readouts from Chris’s CGM and mobile apps that only showed a partial window of the typical day. In retrospect, the family reported that the ease and frequency of immediate and abundant data access seemingly contributed to a sense that they knew more about what was happening with Chris’s blood sugar already at any given moment. Until they switched endocrinologists, they were not otherwise being cued to produce aggregate reviews of his data, and operated off of partial (but to their view, seemingly abundant) blood sugar information. Thus, while they had the ability to examine blind spots in detail, there was little prompting that necessitated such examinations amidst the hustle and bustle of daily family life. As the opportunity for new technologies and more data obtained through a range of biosensors beyond CGM become increasingly available to aid in the management of chronic conditions like T1D [10], such considerations for how such data will be routinely reviewed and used by families remain important for improving youth health management.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, there are two major lessons embedded in this case study. One is that day-to-day routines and childhood school day schedules can affect how data are obtained for a T1D youth. This became apparent in this case with a family that diligently maintained a multiyear written record of blood sugar test results. The aggregation of these years of records revealed blind spots within a systematically collected personal data archive. The other lesson is that while new digital tools might have embedded features and accessories that allow families to inspect and review aggregated blood sugar data, there is no assurance that such features will be organically used. Studies of user-technology interaction consistently demonstrate that just because functionality exists, users may not know about or access it [11] and the addition of just a few extra cognitive actions – in this case, exporting data, switching to different view settings, and recognizing that there were times that were previously overlooked – can implicitly dissuade pursuit of new routines [12]. Considering these features went unused by a highly motivated family who took the time and effort to systematically record years of blood-sugar data and otherwise educate themselves and others about T1D, this suggests that those interested in medical information and personal information management should consider when and how data collection and reflection can be better motivated so that these blind spots are better examined in situ.

Automated tools and resources such as artificial pancreas systems or CGM technology may be attractive because they have the potential of obtaining and storing large amounts of frequently obtained data. However, better prompting or cueing for examination of data visualization features should be encouraged for the collected data to be made maximally informative to families and their healthcare providers. This could take the form of automatic reports being generated and appearing as alerts in their applications or in creating expectations of standard data visualization forms that are to be shared between patients and healthcare providers. Designers and tool developers should also be aware that users can mistakenly take large amounts of recent data to be alone sufficient when views of data at multiple time scales would be more informative for better health management.
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